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INTRODUCTION

Public Law 9^^-142 (Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975) was enacted November 29, 1975i as
an amendment to the Education for the Handicapped Act,

Part B.

This major federal legislation has as its primary

goal that of providing free, appropriate public education

opportunities for all handicapped individuals.

The intent

of P.L. 94-1^2 is to correct the past injustices toward
the education of the handicapped.

No longer do parents

of handicapped children have to take the full responsibility
of finding and providing appropriate educational services
for their children.

Getting an education is every child's

right.

In the past few years, it has become evident through
court proceedings and congressional hearings that parents
of the handicapped were not going to stand for the inequi
ties by the educational systems toward the handicapped.
P.L. 94-142 gives parents a vehicle toward ensuring that
their children receive the kind of education they need

and deserve.

Though P.L.

has been called a "Bill

of Rights" for the handicapped and the National Advisory
Committee on the Handicapped call it a "landmark legisla
1

tion with unprecedented guarantees,"
focus of much controversy.

this law has been the

There still remain problems

with the interpretation of the regulations which implement

VI

the law.

There are also prohlems with insufficient funds

from the federal government to fully implement the provi
sions of the law.

The advent of a handicapped child into a family, can
have devastating effects on parents as well as the total

family dynamics.

Parents experience a loss of self-esteem,
. .

2

shame, guilt, depression, defensiveness, and vulnerability.

They struggle daily to meet the demands of their child's
needs.

Parents must also struggle to become legal advo

cates for their children in order to ensure that they

receive, what is duly their right, a free appropriate
public education.
It is the intent of this paper to examine how P.L.

94_lii,2 has affected the parents of children with handicaps.
When reviewing the historical, judicial, and legislative
perspectives of P.L. 94-142, it is evident that parents
have been instrumental in securing the enactment of this

federal legislation.

Parental responses to specific pro

visions of the law are also discussed by recapitulating
the results of local, state, and national surveys.

Lastly,

this paper will address some recommendations on how parents
can better utilize their rights and protections under P.L.
94-142.

CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

History

In order to appreciate the significance of the

changes that have recently taken place in the field of spe
cial education, it is necessary to review some of the past

history and proceeding court cases which influenced the
enactment of P.L. 9^-1^2.

Historically, the handicapped

were not considered viable contributors to society and thus

were not provided services.

"Ever since the time of the

Elizabethan Poor Laws, it has been an accepted social policy
that 'subnormal' individuals must be excluded from the main

stream of society."^ (See Appendix A for historical review.)
Schools blatantly segregated handicapped children
from regular school settings.

frustrations grew.

It is evident that parents'

Around the 1960's, they began to form

together in groups and associations for a common interest,

the handicapped.

Parents began initiating court proceedings

against state and local school districts for violation of
the constitutional rights of their children.
Judicial Decisions

The first major case in the interest of educational

rights for the handicapped was Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Children (P.A.R.C.) versus the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, 1971 (Citation #3^3F» Supp. 279 E.D. Pa.

1972).

This was a class action suit brought on behalf of

retarded children who had been excluded from school.

Though Pennsylvania has a compulsory education statute, it
excused those children from attending school who were "un

able to profit from school attendance or deemed \meducable
or untrainable.

The PARC complaint challenged the ration

ality which assumed that certain handicapped children could
not benefit from an education.

The case was heard by a

three judge court, denying the court an opportunity to rule
upon the constitutional claims presented.

The consent agree

ment stated:

It is the Commonwealth's obligation to place each

mentally retarded child in a free, public program of
education and training appropriate to the child's

capacity within the context of the general educational
policy that, among the alternative programs of educa
tion and training required by statute to be available,
placement in a public school class is preferable to
placement in any other type of program of education

and training.5
The PARC case ensured that handicapped children

have the right to a free, appropriate education.

Though the

PARC case could not set a precedent elsewhere, it was a re
markable victory, since it started an awareness to other

states which practiced exclusion of handicapped children

from public school.

The court also maintained that certain

due process procedures must be available before arbitrarily
labeling a child handicapped.

The state contended that edu

cation is a civil right not a privilege.

They also agreed

that tuition for private schooling should be afforded, by

the public school, if appropriate public instruction is not
available.

Another significant case which preceded the federal

legislation was Mills versus the Board of Education, Wash

ington B.C., 1972 (Citation #3^8F. Supp. 866 D.D.C. 1972).
In the Mills case, parents of handicapped children went to
court because their children were forced to remain at home,

with no education.

The school district contended that it

had no funds to provide services for the handicapped popu
lation.

The court rejected the Board of Education's defense

by concluding that "the inadequacies, occasioned by insuf
ficient funding, cannot be permitted to bear more heavily
on the handicapped child than on the normal child."
Schools must spend at least their average costs for all
children on each handicapped child.
One last case worth mentioning is Hairston versus

Drosick, I976 (Citation #423F. Supp. I80 S.D. W. Va., 1976).
This case involved a child with spina bifida who was offered

instruction in a special education or regular class, only
if her mother would come to the school two or three times a

day to attend to her special needs.

Her parents sued on

behalf of their child and any others in a similar situation,

for the opportunity to attend a regular class without spe
cial conditions.

This case was based on the Vocational

Rehabilitation Act, Section 50^.

Section 50^ prohibits

discrimination against handicapped individuals by any insti

tution receiving federal funds (Section 50^ will be dis
cussed in more detail later).

The court found the defen

dants to be in violation of Section 50^.

The court ruled

that the schools must attempt the integration of handicapped
children.

The needless exclusion of these (spina bifida)
children and other children who are able to fimction

adequately from the regular classroom situation would
be a great disservice to these children ... A major
goal of the educational process is the socialization

process that takes place in the regular classroom, with
the resulting capability to interact in a social way

with one's peers.?
All the decisions in the three preceding cases, as
well as others, denounced the discriminatory practices by

the educational system of excluding handicapped children by
reason of their condition.

These cases established provi

sions of educating the handicapped child with non-handicapped

children in a regular classroom, whenever possible.

These

cases were instriAmental in setting forth the notion of

mainstreaming, which is one of the major intents of P.L.
9^-142.

The concept of mainstreaming has evolved from the

principle of normalization.

Three major reasons for advocating mainstreaming
have evolved in special education literatiure:

1.

Handicapped children do a better job of achiev
ing both academically and socially when their
isolation ends.

2.

A regular school setting does a better job than

a segregated setting in helping handicapped
children adjust to and cope emotionally with
the "real" world when they grow up.

3.

Exposure to handicapped children will help nor
mal children enlarge their world by better

understanding individual differences in people;
it will also help to diminish the stereotyping
O

of the handicapped.

It is important to remember that mainstreaming is
based on individual needs of the handicapped child.

It does

not mean that all handicapped children will be taken out of
their segregated schools.

The educational setting is selec

ted on the basis of each child's unique and individual needs.

This trend has greatly influenced legislation.
Legislative Overview

Congress referred frequently to court proceedings,
when it enacted P.L. 9^-1^2.

Due to the broad constitu

tional challenges that parents of handicapped children were
initiating, Congress felt compelled to provide educational
protections.

The Subcommittee on the Handicapped contended,

in the Education Amendment of 197^ (S. Rep. 9^-168 p. 8),
that;

It should not, however, be necessary for parents

throughout the country to continue utilizing the courts
to assure themselves a remedy. It is this committee's
belief that the Congress must take a more active role
under its responsibility for equal protections of the
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laws to guarantee that handicapped children are provided
equal educational opportunity. It can no longer he the

policy of the Government to merely establish an unen
forceable goal requiring all children to be in school.
S. 6 takes positive necessary steps to ensure that the

rights of children and their families are protected.9
In 1975f twenty-five percent of all handicapped
children received no education at all; fifty percent re

ceived an inadequate education.

Due to this mounting prob

lem and relying heavily on the proceeding court decisions

(specifically the PARC and Mills cases), Congress decided to
intervene and make some major policy changes.

The resulting

legislation was P.L. 9^-142 (Education For All Handicapped
Children Act, 1975)•

A brief overview of how the legal system works is

helpful in \mderstanding the law governing the education of
handicapped children.

On the federal level there are two

primary statutes:

1.

Education of All Handicapped Children Act of

1975' (P-L. 9^-1^2)
2.

Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section
50k)

According to P.L. 9^-142 (Regulations 300.1), the
purpose is:
a.

to ensure that all handicapped children have
available to them a free appropriate public
education which includes special education and
related services to meet their unique needs.

b.

to ensure that the rights of handicapped

children and their parents are protected.
c.

to assist states and localities to provide for

the education of all handicapped children.
d.

to assess and assure the effectiveness of
10

efforts to educate those children.

The second primary statute is the Vocational Rehabi
litation Act, Section 504.

Section 504 provides, "No other

wise qualified individual in the United States, as defined

(by the Act) shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be
excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or

activity receiving federal financial assistance."

11

Section 504 regulations are well intentioned, but

by itself is ineffective.

P.L. 9^-1^2 is still essential

in order to secure educational rights and protections.

In

the part of Section 504, dealing with education (Section
8^.33). the regulations require protections essentially
identical to those in P.L. 9^-1^2.

(See Appendix B for

summary of federal statutes and regulations.) Section 50^
regulations are applicable to all programs receiving federal
financial support, while P.L. ^Ur-lkr2 applies to only those
states which choose to establish a state plan.

On the state level, the California Constitution

provides that education is a fundamental right of all school
children.

The primary state statute is the California Edu

8

cation Code.

Regulations which implement the educational

laws are found in Title 5 of the California Administrative

Code. (See Appendix C for summary of California Statute
and regulations.)

If there is conflict between state and

federal law or regulations, then federal law or regulations

prevail.

The chart below describes where each of these

laws can be found and the abbreviations used when they are
referred to:

Federal

Where Found

Children Act of 1975

United States Code,
Title 20, Sections

(P.L. 94-1^1-2)

1^01-1461 (20 U.S.C.)

Vocational Rehabilitation Act

United States Code,

of 1973 (Section 504)

Title 29> Section 79^
(29 U.S.C. Section 79^)

Regulations Implementing
P.L. 9^-1^2

Code of Federal Regula

Education of all Handicapped

Regulations Implementing
Section 50^

tions, Title ^5f Part
121a. l-121a. 75^
(45 C.F.R. Section 121a)
Code of Federal Regula

tions, Title 45, Part 84.
1-84.61 (45 C.F.R.)

State

California Education of

California Education Code

Handicapped Children Statutes

Sections 5600-56965f
59001-59205

Regulations Implementing

California Administrative

California Statutes

Code, Title 5» Sections

3150-3170, 3200-3620

California Master Plan for Special Education

P.L. 9^-142 makes each state responsible for ensuring
that special education services are provided.

States must

prepare to meet the demands of the law by submitting a
state plan.

The California State plan is referred to as

the California Master Plan for Special Education.

It is

submitted annually to the U.S. Office of Education for fund
ing under P.L. 9^-1^2.
P.L. 94-142 has set forth a list of requirements
that each state educational system must develop before they

are eligible.

1.

These requirements are as follows:

Adopt a state plan which assures all handicapped
children the right to a free, appropriate pub
lic education.

2.

Develop an effective "search and serve program,"
which means to locate and identify all those

handicapped children who have not been served
by special education.

3.

Establish a priority for two groups of children;
those who are not receiving any education; and

the severely handicapped children with the most

severe handicaps within each disability who are
receiving some, but not all, of the special
education services they need.

4.

Develop for each handicapped student, in coop

eration with his/her parents, an individual
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educational plan which states the services the
child will receive; the tasks and skills which

will be taught; the student's expected per
formance level; and how the student's progress
will be determined.

5.

Use assessments which are nondiscriminatory in
selections as well as.administering.

Such

tests must be in the child's primary language
and no one assessment can be used as the only

determinant of a child's program.

6.

Provide a system of due process safeguards for
parents and their children which must be incor
porated into the state plan.

Included in these

due process safeguards must be prior notice of
all actions affecting the identification or

placement of a child, the right to a free inde
pendent assessment of the child's abilities,
access to school records, and the opportunity

for an impartial due process hearing.
7.

Agree to educate the handicapped child, in as
much as possible, with children who are not
12

handicapped.

California began the move toward changing and improv

ing special education in the state in 197^ with Assembly
Bill 40^0.

This bill authorized ten Responsible Local

Agencies (RLA's are school districts and county school of

11

fices) to try out a new approach to delivering special edu

cation services. (See Appendix D for the ten RLA's.) "The
California Master Plan for Special Education, adopted in
197^, has become California's policy statement for the

provision of a free appropriate public education for all
11

individuals with exceptional needs." ^

These ten pilot

California Master Plan sites gave California a firm founda

tion on which to plan for changes and improvements.
In 1977, Assembly Bill I250 extended the Master Plan

throughout the state.

Since 1977» California has gone

through a multitude of Senate and Assembly Bill changes.
Senate I87O is the most recent California special education

law.

These changes are necessary and amend the previously

adopted bills.

They are an attempt to meet the require

ments of the law with limited federal financial support.
How Funding is Distributed

To date, even though the intent and commitment has

been attempted by the state of California, federal financial
support has been lower than previously expected.

Initially

it was the intent of the federal government to gradually

increase funds for those states implementing the regulations.
Federal funds were to be entitled on the basis of the number

of children, ages 3-21, who receive special education, mul
tiplied annually by the increasing percentage of the State's
average pupil cost.

In 1975» Congressional sources drew up the following
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estimates for the first years under the law:

1978 -- $387 million (on the five percent factor)
1979 __ $775 million (on the ten percent factor)
1980 — $1.2 billion (on the twenty percent factor)
1981 -- $2.32 billion (on the thirty percent factor)
12|,

1982 -- $3.16 billion (on the forty percent factor)
The entitlement of funds is based on an effort by

individual states to comply with the regulations set forth
in P.L. 9^-142.

Cut-backs in federal funds for education

have made this attempt a most difficult process.

By 1982,

all handicapped children, 3-21 were to be provided full
educational services.

Due to the realities of budget cuts,

parents and educators have had to learn to cut back and

compromise in order to make educational funding stretch.

CHAPTER II

MAJOR RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS

In order to understand the intent of Public Law

9^-142 and the rights and protections afforded to handi

capped children and their parents, it is necessary to review
some of its most important provisions.

The law can best be

explained by describing the law as giving parents and their
handicapped children four major rights and two major pro
tections.

Major Rights;

1.

Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)

2.

Placement in the "Least Restrictive

Environment" (LRE)

3.

Related Services and Supplementary Aids

4.

Fair Assessment Procedures

Major Protections:

1.

Individualized Education Program (lEP)

2.

Due Process Procedxiral Safeguards

Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)

The fundamental, most important right guaranteed to

all handicapped children is the right to a free, appropri

ate public education (45 C.F.R. Part I2la. 4).

This means

that education must be provided to meet the needs of handi
capped persons as adequately as the needs of non-handicapped

persons are met.

This right is available to all individuals,

ages 3-21 years.

If the public school cannot provide an

appropriate education, then children must be sent to an

appropriate private school program.

As long as a child is

eligible for special education, then the public schools and
the state must pay the full cost.
Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)

The second major right guaranteed to all handicapped

children is placement in the least restrictive educational
environment (45 C.F.R. Part 121a. 550).

This means that

handicapped children are to be educated with non-handicapped
children to the maximum extent appropriate.

This does not

mean, however, that all handicapped children will be placed
in the regular school programs.

It depends on whether the

nature or severity of the child's handicap is such that edu

cation in a regular classroom, with the use of special aids
and services can be satisfactorily provided.

If successful

integration can be achieved then the child is mainstreamed.
As discussed earlier, mainstreaming is one of the-

major intents of P.L. 94-142.

Mainstreaming is based on

individual children's needs and may not be possible for all

handicapped children.

Mainstreaming is a trend, here to

stay, and calls for change not only in the educational
system but a change in attitudes and behaviors as well.
Supulementary Aids and Services

All handicapped children, regardless of placement,

must be provided all developmental, corrective, and other
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support services needed for children to "benefit from special
education (45 C.F.R. I2la. 13).

This means that any specif

ic special services which would ena"ble a child to reach
their full potential must be provided hy the schools.
These services may include, but are not limited to, the
following:

1.

Language and speech development and remediation

2.

Audiological services

3.

Mobility instruction

4.

Instruction in the home or hospital

5.

Adaptive physical education

6.

Physical and occupational therapy

7.

Vision services and therapy

8.

Parent counseling and training

9.

Medical services for diagnostic purposes

10.

Transportation

1

This does not mean that all related services are

required for each individual child, but handicapped children
are to receive any service which would benefit them.

As

long as the service is deemed necessary, then it must be
provided.
Fair Assessment Procedures

Fair procedures are guaranteed for the assessment
of handicapped children to determine the need for an appro

priate placement in special education programs (45 C.F.R.
Part 121a. 500).

The assessment is a crucial step in
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determining if the child is eligible for special education.
The assessment determines the needs of the child, the extent

of those needs, and what placement and services will appro

priately meet those needs.

The school district must com

plete a thorough and individual assessment once every three
years.

Without a complete and accurate assessment, an appro

priate placement and educational program will be difficult
to obtain.

The law requires that assessment procedures meet
seven requirements:
1.

Parental Consent.

No child may be assessed to

determine the need for special education unless

the child's parent first consents in writing.
2.

Non-discriminatory testing.

The testing eval

uator and testing materials and procedures

must not be racially or culturally discrimi
natory.

3.

Validation.

The test must have been determined

to be a valid indicator of the abilities.of the

child with particular disabilities.

4.

Reflect Aptitude.

Consideration must be given

when administering a test to a child with im

paired functions (i.e. vision, speech, hearing,
etc.) so that the test accurately reflects the

child's aptitude rather than the impaired skill.
5.

Proper personnel.

Only licensed or properly
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credentialed personnel may administer an
assessment.

6.

Other Relevant Information.

In addition to

the educational assessments, the child's

cultural background must be considered before
determining placement.

7.

Interpretation Team.

The interpretation of

the assessments and placement must be made by
a team of licensed or credentialed persons who

know the child, understand the meaning of the

test results, and placement options available.
More than two assessment procedures are needed to

accurately assess a child's individual needs, depending on
the nature of the handicap.

Parents have the right to ob

tain an independent educational assessment of their child
at public expense if they disagree with the school's as
sessment.

In order to implement these four major rights, the

law provides for two vital protections:

The individual

education program and due process.
Individual Education Program (lEP)

When a child receives special education services,
a written lEP or the Individual Education Program must be

developed annually in which parents have the right to par

ticipate (45 C.F.R. Part 121a. 3^0). The purpose of the'
lEP is to provide a statement of the child's needs and the
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types of educational services required to meet these needs
so that an appropriate educational placement can be made.

The lEP focuses on the particular needs of each individual
child.

Parental involvement is mandated in the lEP process.

Participants preparing an lEP must include:

"Parents,

child's teachers, special education administrator or his/
her designees, child (if appropriate), others knowledgeable
of child's needs (i.e. advocate, therapists, psychologist,
etc.)" (45 C.F.R. Part I2la. 344-5).

The regulations

further provide for the inclusion of the surrogate parent

in an lEP meeting to protect the rights of a child if there
is no natural parent or guardian or if the child is a ward
of the state.

To be a surrogate, the individual must have

knowledge and skill which ensure adequate representation
for the child (45 C.F.R. Part 121a. 10).
Recognizing the importance of parental participation,
the federal regulations specify procedures that a district
must use to ensure the inclusion of parents in an lEP meet

ing.

In particular, a district must notify parents of the

meeting early enough to assure their presence and to schedule

the meeting at a mutually agreed on time and place (45 C.F.R.
Part 121a. 345).

If the parent cannot attend the meeting,

other methods must be used to assure adequate parental par

ticipation such as phone calls.

The district must also

document its attempt to encourage parents involvement.

lEP must be prepared annually for every child who is
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eligible for special education.

To ensure that the appro

priate educational intervention can be made, the law speci
fies certain types of information which must be contained
in an lEP.

The lEP must include:

1.

The student's present level of educational

performance in areas such as academic achieve

ment, social adaptation, prevocational/voca
tional skills, psychomotor, and self-help
skills;

2.

Annual goals which describe what the student

is expected to accomplish by the end of the
school year;

3.

Instructional objectives (which represent
measurable steps between the student's present

performance level and the goals set for the
student), and criteria for determing if the
objectives are being met;

The special education and related services to

be provided to meet the child's needs, including
the type of physical education and career edu

cation program in which the student will
participate;

5.

The date when services will begin and the
length of time they will be given;

6.

The type of educational placement the student

20

will have and a description of the extent of

the student's participation, if any, in regular
17

education.

A list of those responsible for implementing and

carrying out the lEP must also he included.

The criteria

or evaluation used in determining if the goals and objec

tives are being met must be done at least annually.

The

lEP is one vital protection to ensure that the provisions
and rights of this law are abided by.

The other important

protection for parents of handicapped children are the due
process procedural safeguards.
Due Process Procedural Safeguards

Due process safeguards guarantee notice, consent,

and appeal provisions before any school districts' decision
on a child's assessment, planning, and placement (^5 C.F.R.
121a. 504-505).

Due process refers to a series of steps

which protects the rights of handicapped children, their
parents, and the schools. Due process is a safeguard pro
vided by the Fourteenth Amendment.

It refers to the proce

dures which protect the rights of every person, and ensures

that every person is treated fairly. In education, due proc

ess has a special meaning for educators and parents of handi
capped children. "In education, due process is necessary
when and if significant changes are made, or even proposed,
18

in a student's educational placement."

Due process guarantees the following important safe
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guards:
1.

Parents must "be notified whenever the school:

— plans to conduct a special evaluation of
your child;
— wants to change yoijir child's educational
placement; or
— refuses to conduct an evaluation or make a

change in placement.
2.

Parent consent must be obtained before the
school conducts the evaluation.

3.

Parents must be informed by the school of their
right to examine school records which relate to
their child's identification, evaluation, and
educational evaluation of their child.

4.

Parents must receive a full explanation from
the school of all of the procedural safeguards

provided by the law. (See Appendices E and F
for samples of the rights.)
5.

.

Parents have the right to participate in the
meeting when their child's educational program
is designed.

6.

Parents have the right to an impartial hearing

if they disagree with the decision of the school.
The schools also have the right to request a
hearing.

7.

Parents and the schools have certain rights in
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hearing procedures.

It is hoped that the right to a free appropriate
education, right to supplementary aids and services, the

right to fair assessment procedures, and the guarantee of
an individualized education plan will provide most handi

capped children with the kind of quality education they need
and deserve.

However, school districts often view these

rights differently than parents.

Educators and parents have

differing philosophical as well as educational perspectives.
Also, school districts often do not have adequate funding in

order to seciure appropriate services.

Regardless of the

problems, a parent's point of view needs to be heard.

To

ensure that they are, law provides for the opportunity to

protest educational decisions made by school districts.

If

parents disagree with the school's decision they can request
a hearing.
ing.

The school also has the right to request a hear

These specific rights are as follows;
1.

To obtain a hearing within a specific time af
ter the written request is received.

2.

To be represented by an advocate or an attorney.

3.

To present evidence, question, cross-examine,
and require the attendance of witnesses.
To obtain a word-for-word record of the pro

ceedings at the hearing.

5.

To obtain a written report of the findings of
the hearing and the decisions reached.
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6.

To appeal the final decisions to the State Su

perintendent of Public Instruction.
20

7.

Civil action.

Once a parent or school district requests a Fair
Hearing, a mediation conference is set up with all parties
involved to try to remediate the problem.

If no agreement

can be made, then a state hearing officer is sent to preside

at the Fair Hearing.

The decision of the state hearing of

ficer can still be appealed to a court of law.

These safeguards protect parents* rights in all pro
cedures related to the assessment, planning, evaluation, and

placement of their children which should result in an appro
priate education of their children.

CHAPTER III

REPORT AND SURVEY FINDINGS

In this section, I will present a variety of reports

which specifically study the impact that P.L. 9^-1^2 has had
on parents of handicapped children.

Before analysis of the

studies, it is necessary to briefly review the growing body
of research demonstrating that parent involvement in schools
has a positive effect on school policies as well as the
child's achievement.

James Coleman's report to the Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare in 1972, concluded

that "student achievement is higher in schools with active
21

parent organizations."

More recently, in 1980, a report

by the Carnegie Council on Children "argues strongly that

parent involvement is critical as a corrective to the dev
22

astating vulnerability of the handicapped child."

The

(NCEE) also concludes "that it is indeed wise policy for

the federal government to encourage parent participation in
23

public schools."

I have selected several reports which represent

findings from local, state, and national studies, on the

implementation of P.L. 9^-1^2 and the effect it has had on
parent involvement or satisfaction with the new law.
The first four studies have been commissioned by the

Office of Special Education (OSE), which was formerly the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH).

The BEH is
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responsible for evaluating and reporting the progress on the
law's implementation.

The Commissioner of Education must

report these findings annually to Congress.

"In carrying

out the duties of P.L. 94-142, the U.S. Commissioner of
Education must disseminate information, and otherwise pro

mote the education of all handicapped children within the
24

states."

The fifth study is a local report prepared by River

side Coimty Community Advisory Committee (CAC).

A Community

Advisory Committee must be established for each education
agency operating a comprehensive plan for Special Education.
"The members of the Community Advisory Committee shall be

appointed by, and responsible to, the governing board of

each participating district, or county office, or any combin
25

ation thereof participating in the local plan."

These com

mittees are to be composed of regular education and special
education teachers, other school personnel, representatives

of public and private agencies, parents of regular educa
tion students, and parents of children with handicaps.
ents must compose the majority of the committee.

Par

This com

mittee is to provide help to parents and to hold local
school officials accountable for the use of federal funds.

The sixth report is a national study on the effects

of parent involvement in P.L. 9^-1^2 which was conducted by
the National Committee for Citizens in Education (NCCE).

The NCCE is a "non-partisan, public interest organization
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dedicated to increasing parent and citizen involvement in
the issues and policies of the public schools."
SRI International Reports

SRI International:

Local Implementation of P.L.

94-1^2 (April 1980 and October I98O), prepared by Anne
Wright, Marian Stearns, David Greene, and Jane Daniel was
commissioned by the then. Bureau of Education for the Handi

capped (BEH), first in 1978-79 and again in I979-8O.

I will

discuss the design and findings of these reports separately.

SRI International:

tudinal Study (April I98O).

First Year Report of a Longi

This is the first report of

findings from a four year study to evaluate how local school

systems are responding to P.L. 9^-1^2's requirements and
procedures.

This study primarily consists of interviews

with educational administrators, special education teachers,

and parents with handicapped children.

The study was con

ducted in 22 local education agencies (LEA's) and in 9 dif

ferent states during the 1978-79 school year. (See Appendix
G for the 22 LEA's used for the study.)

I will emphasize the findings which deal with how
parents perceive the implementation of the law.

Generally

the main findings were that LEA's had developed procedures

to meet the requirements of the law (i.e. holding lEP meet

ings or notifying parents of their rights). "Nonetheless,
there is a considerable gap between achieving procedural
27

compliance and realizing the intent of the act."

This gap
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is, "by in large, due to the limited resources, knowledge,
and organizational harriers that LEA's have available to
them.

SRI International Second Year Report of a Longitu

dinal Study (October I98O).

This report was also based on

interviews with school personnel and parents from 17 of the

original 22 LEA's.
for the study.)

(See Appendix H for the 17 LEA's used

The purpose of the second year study "is

to inform BEH and Congress about whether special education
at the local level is changing in the way the law intended
28

and, to the extent possible, to explain why or why not."

Due to the first year findings, the second year study focused

on how LEA's were attempting to provide full services to
their handicapped population within their available resour
ces and thus better meeting the intent of the law.

"All the

sites expanded existing services, half expanded related ser
vices, and a third developed new programs for unserved or
29

underserved populations." ^

To focus on the parent's role

in P.L. 9^-1^2, the second year report indicated no signifi
cant change had occurred in parent involvement in the educa
tional decision-making process.

LEA's had already made at

tempts to comply the parent involvement mandates in the law.
However, the second year study showed that LEA's were making
more of an effort to better inform and involve parents in
their districts.
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Disabled Children and Their Families;

The Impact of P.L.

9^-142

Disabled Children and Their Families:

The Impact of

P.L. Sk-lk2 (February, I98O) submitted by Mary Beth Sullivan,
Alan J. Brightman, and Margaret Roberts, by the former Bu
reau of Education for the Handicapped, also involves the sub

ject of parent satisfaction with the implementation of P.L.
94-142.

This study addresses parents' responses to the law.

The question of impact was explained by observing it as two
fold: (1) Process and (2) Outcome.

"Where a child ends up

as a consequence of the procedirres mandated by P.L. 94-1^2
(outcome) will often indicate little if anything about how he
30

or she -- together with the parents -- got there (process)."-^
The emphases in this report is thus on the process rather
than the outcome.

The study involved interviews with sixty parents of

handicapped children, from 3-22 years, in and around the
Boston area for a period of seven months.

During the next

five months, six of these families agreed to participate in
a more extensive case study examination of the impact of P.L.

94-142.

These six families ranged from lower income to upper

middle socioeconomic backgrounds.

The children of these par

ents ranged in age from three to twenty-two, covering a wide
variety of disabilities.

The approach used in this study was structured by ob
servations and tape-recorded interviews. "Ours was a natural
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istlc case study approach, a molecular view of the effects
of P.L. 9^-1^2 on the lives of six families.

This report

discusses what they have learned from parents' responses to
the following procedures in the law.
Fair Assessment Procedures

Two families clearly expressed their frustration in
trying to obtain an adequate assessment or their option for
an independent evaluation.

"Parents are, more often than

not, excluded from the evaluation process, and left with less
32

than a total understanding of test results."-^
The Individual Education Program

All six families reported having some problems with

the process of developing the lEP.

The overwhelming re

sponses from all the families with respect to the lEP proc
ess seemed to be that the lEP meetings were held without the

required members being present and the inadequate information
parents have received for understanding the process.

"We are

led to hypothesize that while parents generally appreciate
the potential benefits of the lEP provision, its pragmatic
translation by the professionals responsible for implementing
33

the law is less than satisfying to them."^-'
The Least Restrictive Environment

Three of the six families feel that their children

are most appropriately served in segregated educational set
tings.

Two of the families have children that are main

streamed for part of the school day.

The last child, who is
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classified as learning disabled, remains in a regular class

all day.

Parents main concerns in dealing with this provi

sion is over how non-handicapped peers will interact with
their children, and their apprehension with regular class
room teachers' abilities.

Parents seem to worry about how

well the other children, as well as the teacher, is prepared
to accept the handicapped child.
Due-Process

Two families initiated due process hearing procedures

to obtain appropriate educational programs for their children,
but both families were able to resolve the issue during medi

ation.

One family did follow through with due process proce

dures.

This report concludes that there are preconditions

which facilitate parents exercising this protection:
1.

There are two parents concerned about the parti
cular issue in question;

2.

They have strong convictions about what is edu

cationally appropriate for their child, and be
lieve that what the school is offering is inad
equate ;

3.

They are generally well-educated and have an
adequate understanding of their rights under

P.L. 9^-142.
They are emotionally capable of coping with a
34

lengthy battle with the school system.-'^
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Parental Involvement

Parental involvement is the whole imderlying theme

for those parents in the study.

All have been given oppor

tunity, to different degrees, to become involved in the de
velopment of their child's educational program.

This report deduces two main problems.

First, ade

quate information on how parents can be involved in the proc
ess is not given to them.

Secondly, the law mandates parents'

involvement but does not afford the necessary steps to ensure

that parents learn the necessary skills to become competent
participants.
"There is no clearer finding from this investigation

than that parents have significant potential to be primary
contributors to the lEP planning for their children."

The

parent naturally understands the needs of the child better
than anyone, though it's the parent who feels the most unin
formed of the participates of their child's education program.
The Illinois State University Study of the Impact of P.L.

9Zj,-l42 on the Families of Children With Different Handicap
ning Conditions

The Illinois State University Study of the Impact of

P.L. 94-142 on the Families of Children With Different Handi

capping Conditions (August I98O) was submitted by Dr. F.
James Davis and Dr. Barbara Sherman Heyle, as requested by

the then. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

This

report is the end of the second year of a longitudinal case
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study of the impact of P.L. Sk-lkZ on a small sample of hand
icapped children and their parents.

This is the second and

last year of the case study, since funding was terminated.
The study involved using the same twelve children
and their families, as the first year.

The children all re

sided in the Illinois School District, hut at different lev

els and with different handicapping conditions.

The research

problem for this report was to gather data for comparison
with the first year of the study, in terms of the impact of
P.L. 94-1^2 on families of the handicapped.
The results of this study support much of the same

suppositions of the first report.

The four main problems

with which P.L. 9^-1^2 is concerned are:

Individual Educa

tional Programs (lEP's), Least Restrictive Environment (LRE),

Fair Assessment Procedures, and Parental Involvement.^
Though the school districts sampled are attempting to comply
with the lEP provisions, adequate mainstreaming in the least
restrictive environment is not happening effectively.

Ano

ther problem seems to be that there is insufficient staff
for reevaluation of the children.

Though these problems

still exist, efforts to improve communications with parents
have been made, though much greater effort will be needed to

get parents adequately informed and involved in the educa
tional programming for their handicapped children.
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Riverside County Community Advisory Committee Parent Siirvey
Re-port

In 1982, Riverside County Superintendent of Schools

Division of Special Schools and Services prepared a parent

survey which was distributed through Riverside Go\mty Com
munity Advisory Committee in order to determine parents'

satisfaction with the implementation of P.L. 9^-1^2.

This

siirvey was sent to a lOfo random sample of parents from River

side County Schools. Out of 1,016 surveys sent, only I56
(or 1%) were returned.

Some of the more significant ques

tions raised in this questionnaire and the responses are as

follows:

Are you aware that you have rights as a parent of a

handicapped child?

128 responded yes, while 23 answered no.

Were these rights ever explained to you?

82 responded posi

tively, but 64 gave a negative response.

In responding to the

question:

Do you consider yo\ar child's lEP to be appropriate?

69 said yes and 23 answered no. (See Appendix I for the

complete survey form and the parents' responses.)
The low return rate suggests a niomber of questions

about the survey.
ings.

It is difficult to draw conclusive find

According to the analysis of this study, those who

took the time to answer and return the questionnaire are as

sumed to be most concerned about their child's educational

program. "The responses suggest that in most cases, these
were parents who were satisfied with their child's program
and used the survey as a means of expressing this satisfac
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tion and supporting the program.

Still the fact that too

few parents responded suggests that the survey may have

appeared to he too difficult or confusing, or possibly may
be the case of the law being too confusing for parents.

A Report on the Education of All Handicanned Children Act;
Are Parents Involved?

A Report on the Education of All Handicapped Children
Act:

Are Parents Involved?

(October I98O) by Stanley

Sallett and Ann Henderson was commissioned by the National

Committee for Citizen's in Education (NCCE).

The first phase

of the study was to prepare and administer a questionnaire to

determine the effectiveness of the provisions of P.L. 94-142
as seen by parents of handicapped children.

The second phase

was to examine the Program Administrative Reviews (PAR's) of
each state.

NCCE Siurvey Study (First Phase)

In September I978, NCCE conducted a questionnaire to

parents of handicapped children to determine from their per
spective "how well the law was working, and to monitor the
QO

implementation of the parent participation provision."^
Funding was obtained from the George Gund, Hearst, Field,
and New World Foundations.

Federal funds were not used.

NCCE, along with a research team from Ohio State Uni
versity, designed and field tested the siorvey to answer ques

tions dealing with their involvement in their child's educa

tional program.

Below are a few of the more important points
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asked:

1.

Are parents aware of their rights under the law?

2.

Are educators helpful?

Are they listening to

parents?

3.

Have schools notified parents that their pres
ence is required at an lEP meeting?

(See Appendix J for the survey form.)
Once the form was completed, the NCCE formed a net

work of contacts from parent and professional organizations.
They distributed 50,000 surveys to parents of handicapped

children, through more that ^00 state and local volunteer
agencies.

Approximately 2500 parents of children with vari

ous handicaps, from il-38 school districts in k6 states, took
the time to complete and retiirn the questionnaire.

The NCCE

report is the only national survey which focused upon parent

participation in P.L. 9^-1^2.
Survey Results

Those parents who responded to the survey seem to

indicate that the lEP process is working basically well.

Be

low a few of the results are highlighted:

60fo of the parents report that an lEP meeting was
held within JO days following their child's evaluation.

Only

6fo report that a meeting was never held.
Over 70% stated that the information about their
children's evaluation was fair and useful, that educators

presented the lEP in understandable language, and that there
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was an opportunity to ask questions.

65% of the parents felt adequately informed about the
lEP and 70^ felt that the lEP seemed to fit their children's

needs.

Only 5?^ refused to approve the lEP.

(See Appendix K

for survey form results.)
Though parents' satisfaction with the lEP process

seems to be, for the most part, favorable, they also indi
cate, there is still room for improvement.

52^ of the parents reported that the lEP's were com
pleted before the meeting.
stated that the annual goals of their child's lEP

did not fully meet the educational needs of their children.

Parents are not participating as full participants
in the development of the lEP.

It seems that parents are not

provided adequate preparation to become full participants.
Over half the school districts surveyed did not have training

programs in the lEP process for the parents.

Another significant factor which this study supplied
was that parents of mildly handicapped children are generally
more satisfied with the lEP process than parents of severely ■
handicapped children.

The data also showed that smaller

school districts, private schools, and state operated pro
grams are having greater difficulty in meeting lEP require
ments.

Program Administrative Review (PAR) (Second Phase)

The second phase of the NCCE study was to examine
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the Program Administrative Reviews (PAR's).

The PAR's were

conducted by the, then, Bureau of Education for the Handi
capped (BEH).

PAR'S are used to monitor how well the states

and local school districts are putting P.L. 9^-142 into ef

fect. (See Appendix L for an example of a PAR.) The BEH
had originally intended to schedule PAR's in each state,
every other year.

Due to f\mding and personnel cuts, most

states have had only one PAR.
The first PAR in a state is to determine if a state

education agency is making attempts to implement the law.

"That is, whether its administrative apparatus is in working
order, its state laws are in accord with federal law, its

policies are properly written, and its directives have been
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adequately disseminated."^'^

The second PAR is conducted by "site visits" to local

school districts or state programs.

These site visits are to

check the extent of compliance of the local agencies.

The

school districts which were not in compliance were cited in

this report.

Every state, except New Mexico which has de

clined to participate in P.L. 9^-1^2, were reviewed and every
state cited for corrective action in areas dealing with the

lEP process. Procedural Safeguards, and Confidentiality.
Some of the major problem areas identified are as
follows:

18 states were cited for corrective action for the

lEP being in effect prior to the provision of services.
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36 states were cited for violation of inadequate ef

forts to have proper participants (including parents) at lEP
meetings.

^0 states were cited for not giving prior written
notice to parents about their child's placement and abstain
ing their consent.
22 states were cited for not maintaining lists of

types of locations of records. (See Appendix M for a more
complete review of the major problem areas and the findings
of the states cited for corrective action.)

This study indicates that even though certain provi
sions of the law, specifically in the areas dealing with the
lEP, Procedural Safeguards, and Confidentiality of Records,

school districts are not deliberately denying these rights

and protections.

They seem to be careless and often inef

fective in carrying out these provisions.

This report fur

ther concludes that inadequate information discourages parent

participation.

Even though P.L. 9^-1^2 mandates parent in

volvement, this report suggests that parents need to form

local parent groups to become competent and be viewed as vi
able participants for their child's education.

Parent partic

ipation is necessary for full success of the true nature of
P.L. 9^-1^2.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION

It was expected that with the implementation of P.L.
94-1^2, that hard-fought rights and protections would ensvire

a free, appropriate public education for all handicapped
children.

The passage of the law does not bring about quick

and easy changes.

There are naturally discrepancies in the

interpretation of the regulations which implement the law.
These discrepancies come from a variety of so\urces, such as
parents, educators, federal courts, and even the Supreme

Coiirt.

The interpretation of what is an "appropriate" edu

cation is difficult to ascertain.

Parents of handicapped

children are likely to consider "appropriate" as the best or
ideal educational program.

Educators, on the other hand,

may interpret "appropriate" as an adequate education.
Federal courts have been hearing appeals from parents
and school districts to answer the question of what is deemed

appropriate.

In Jime of I982, the Supreme Court made its

only decision, thus far, on P.L. 9^-1^2.

Though the court

affirmed by a 6-3 vote the right of all handicapped children
to individualized instruction and related services, the Court

held that "handicapped children do not have the right to the

best possible education that would 'maximize their.potential'
iiQ

for learning."

This court decision was based on a case

filed by the parents of Amy Rowley, a profoimdly deaf child.

U-O

enrolled in a regular elementary school in New York.

Though

Amy was fitted for hearing aids and a tutor provided, her

parents filed suit to require the state to provide Amy with
a qualified sign language interpreter.
The Supreme Coiirt decided that Amy didn't need an

interpreter because she was doing well without one and had
been provided with special services that enabled her to ben
efit from the education she was receiving.

"The justices

who joined the majority decision agreed that Congress did
not intend to give handicapped children a right to strict
equality of opportunity of services.

That, they argued,

would require impossible measurements and comparisons."
This decision is seen as a setback to the advocacy efforts

to expand the protection of the law beyond its strict re
quirements.

The enactment of P.L. 94-1^2 mandates changes, not
only in special education, but in general education as well.

Changes in educational philosophies and educational struc
tures are necessary if the requirements of the law are to be
met.

Even though the law mandates change, it does not estab

lish a climate of willingness or acceptance to readily sup
port this new educational effort.

Parents have expressed

their concern regarding many of the provisions set forth in
the regulations.

A review of the findings from the reports

discussed in this paper show that, from the parents' point of
view, problems still exist.

The most common obstacles en

countered were in the areas of parent involvement with the
lEP process, mainstreaming, attitudinal barriers and the lack
of adequate funding.
Parent Involvement With the lEP Process

The findings in most of the reports reviewed showed
an overwhelming agreement that parents felt they have not

received adequate training in order to be properly involved
in the educational decision-making for their child.

Parents

expressed that it is an intimidating experience to be in a
meeting, full of professionals, discussing the needs of their
child.

They feel they are the most uninformed members of the

lEP participants.

Though parents agreed that efforts have

been made by the school system to implement the provisions
of the law, they still see that there is room for improvement.
CommiAnication between parents and educators must be strength

ened.

Each group needs to learn the concerns and priorities

of the other.

They need to listen with respect and to share

equally in the responsibility of making and carrying out de
cisions.

It would behoove the schools to provide training

programs for parents to learn how they can participate ef

fectively in the lEP process.

It is important for parents,

as well as professionals, to acknowledge that they have a u
nique understanding of their child's needs and these needs

must be expressed in order to secure a proper educational

placement.

Parent/Professional Relationships are a possible

avenue for future studies.
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Mainstreaming/Attitudinal Barriers

Another common problem expressed by parents of hand

icapped children is the issue of mainstreaming.

Due to the

past injustices of segregating the handicapped from regular
school settings, many misconceptions and stereotypes of the

handicapped population have been created.

"Attitudes, fears,

lack of knowledge, and misiinderstanding lead to rejection of
the handicapped student by peers, teachers, and other adults
create lasting and demoralizing psychological barriers to
4?

mainstreaming."

These psychological barriers are experi

enced by parents and professionals alike.

They both must

overcome the negative attitudes which have been reinforced
over the years.

Many parents are apprehensive concerning the notion
of mainstreaming.

They fear that their child may be ostra

cized by their nonhandicapped classmates.

It is a natural

tendency for parents to want to protect their child from dis
tressing situations, while at the same time allowing for them

to encounter life's experiences.

As mentioned earlier, main

streaming allows for the handicapped to better adjust to the
real world and to allow nonhandicapped children the oppor

tunity to develop accepting attitudes towards a person's in
dividual differences.

Parents may also fear that teachers will not be tol
erant of their child's special needs or problems.

They may

believe that a regular education teacher may not always be
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the optimal instructor for all children. Regular education
teachers must be given inservice training and supportive as
sistance in order to responsibly serve their handicapped
students.

It is imperative that school districts adequately

train regular education teachers so they are prepared for

their new responsibilities of mainstrearning.
Lack of Adequate Funding

With the passage of P.L. 9^-1^2, it was expected
that an increase of federal funds would help state school

systems to better support the local schools' efforts to pro
vide better educational services for the handicapped.

At the

present time, the national count of children receiving spe
cial education services should top the 4 million level.

The

national count is used to determine each state's share of the

P.L. 94-142 appropriations.

Special education officials ex

pect a l-2!fo increase over last year, which for Fiscal Year
1983 would mean $969.8 million.

In comparing this figure

with the estimates made by Congressional sources in 1975

(see page 12), the figure is much lower than originally an
ticipated.
It is a common frustration of school personnel that

they don't have enough money to do their job.

Federal as

sistance is necessary to help the state and local school dis

tricts meet the requirements under P.L. 94-142.

Special edu

cation equipment, .providing related services, removing archi
tectural barriers, hiring specially trained personnel are all

costly endeavors for school districts.
that the fimding is not available.

But the fact remains

It is thus necessary for

schools as well as parents to take advantage of local commu

nity resoiArces.

Parents or volunteers could be utilized to

work as aides in the classroom.

Students could be used as

tutors or to make a project out of modifying existing facil
ities.

Parents and educators must be creative in working

with the existing resources available.
Conclusion

The opportunities offered in P.L. 9^-1^2 benefit all
those involved in the education of all handicapped children.

In examining the effects of P.L. 9^-1^2 on parents of handi
capped children, it is evident that attempts are being made
by state and local school systems, but improvements are still
needed in delivering special education services.

Change is

always a slow, reluctant process, but can also be viewed as
a challenge.

With proper training for parents and school

personnel, an attempt at mainstreaming efforts, and creative

use of existing resources, the challenges of P.L. 9^-1^2 can
work for professionals, parents and the handicapped child.
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APPENDIX A

DATE

PUBLIC SERVICES FOR THE HANDICAPPED

1776-I8I7

no public education services for handicapped;
neglect

I8I7

1869

rise of the asylums and residential institu
tions (custodial)

establishment of day school classes for handi
capped

I869-1913

expansion of a dual system of residential and
day schools especially for deaf, blind and
retarded children; around I9OO, state programs

supported by state subsidies and supplemental
local school programs begin
1920

day classes in public schools gain acceptance;
provision of services still dependent on the
wealth and good will of the community

1950

beginning of a period of rapid expansion of
public school programs

1957

funds voted by Congress for research on educa

tion of the mentally retarded; beginning of
increased federal interest and support

1965

beginning of passage of federal laws supporting
education of the handicapped

1975

Education for All Handicapped Children Act

(P.L. 9^-1^2) passed; the fundamental right
of the handicapped to an education established
as national policy.

* This information was drawn from To Parents of Children With

Special Needs: A Manual in Educational Programming hy Anne
Langstaff Pasanella and Clara B. Volkmor.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF

FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

CONCERNING CHILDREN REQUIRING
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Page

Page
Identification and Phase-In
Handicapping Conditions Covered
Child Search
Priorities for Service
Timelines for Service

Evaluations

Private School Placement

3

Individualized Education Program(lEP)

4

Individual Program Review

4

Related Services

4

Transportation

4

Procedural Due Process Protections

Evaluations Required
Cost of Evaluation

Independent Evaluation
Evaluation Instruments,Procedures
Re-evaluations

1
1
2
2
2

Placement and Programming
Decision-making for Placement
2
Free Appropriate Public Education(RAPE) 3
Least Restrictive Environment(LRE)
3

Notice
Consent

4
5

Surrogates
Access to Records/Confidentiality

5
5

Grievance Procedures

5

Compliance Monitoring by
State and Federal Agencies
Hearings
Administrative Appeals

5
6
6

by Diana Pullin
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Revised December 1980
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California Law

(California Education Code and California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

(Ed.C§55000)

Title 5 fCAC

iAl
RIGHT TO FAPE

Same as P.L. 94-142 - 156301(a)

NOTE:

Regulations expressly incor

porate all rigpts and protections
established by P.L. 94-142 and 504
§3300

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3301(c)
S3101 (b).(c)

A2
HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

Mentally retarded 

COVERED

H56500-55501

Refers to Ed.C - §3301 (h)

Educationally handicapped

Educationally handicapoed defined

(learning or behavior disorders)

13420

- §§56600-55601
Physical handicaps - 13600
Physically Handicapped (deaf,
hard of hearing, blind, visually
impaired, ortncpedically im
paired, health inoaired, apha
sic, speecn imoaireo, multinan
dicapped, and also impairments
requiring remedial PE, physical
illnesses or conditions render

ing regular classes inadvisaole)
- §56701

A3
TIMELINE FOR SERVICE/AGES
SERVED

In Master Plan districts:

- ages 4yrs. 9mos. to 18yrs.
- ages 3 yrs. to 4yrs. 9mos.
if identified as requiring
intensive full-time special
education

- ages 19yrs. to 21yrs. if al
ready enrolled in special
education prior to age 19
but not yet completed
program
- §55302

In non-Master Plan districts:

- autistic: ages 5yrs. to
21yrs. required, 3yrs. to

6yrs. permitted - 455601
- mentally retarded:

ages

4yrs. 9mos. to 13yrs. re
quired, 19yrs. to 21yrs.

permitted - §56501
- trainable mentally
retarded:

ages oyrs. to

ISyrs. required, 3yrs. to
5yrs. and 19yrs. to 21yrs.
permitted - 155515
- educational'^y handicapped

and physically ranoicaoped:
ages cyrs. to I7yrs. re
quired, 3yr3. to Elyrs. oer
mitted - §§56600, 567C0
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California Law

(California Education Code and California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE

V.
A4

PRIVATE SCHOOL PLACEMENT

53200

Same as P.L. 9A-IA2 iS56030-56031

Also under State Constitution
(KoDSco V. Riles)

B1

School districts must have written,

RIGHT TO LRE

policies to implement LRE - 13106(b)(1)

B2
ACCESSIBILITY
•

■ci

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3301(o)

RIGHT TO SUPPLEMENTARY
AIDS AND SERVICES

C2
TRANSPORTATION

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3301(o)

Right to transportation as a related
service - S3117(a)

In lieu of providing transoortation,
district may pay parent cost of actual

and necessary transportation - 33117'c
C3

Same as P.L. 94-142 - I3301(o)

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
. ■

D1

Same as P.L. 94-142 - S3304

Evaluation required

02
CONSENT

Written parental consent reouired be

fore assessment; parent tay^-a/e
school days to decide - §330-'d;
1

Assessment to be completed '.'.''tnin

school days of parent's ccnsr'-t 
§3305

§31C5(e)
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Californis Law

(California Education Code anri California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE

CALIFORNIA ACMINISTPATIVE CODE

^
D2

CONSENT (cont'd)

•

District may initiate hearing to over
ride refusal of parental cpnpe''t for
assessment - 5312Afa)

03

Same as P.L. 94-142 - S33C4(c).(f)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES
•

S3105 (b)
DA

INDEPENDENT EVALUATION AT
PUBLIC EXPENSE

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3307.5
School district may override parent's
refusal by initiating hearing to snow
appropriateness of its evaluation 

53307.5(a)
13108

D5

RE-EVALUATION WITHIN' 3
TEARS

•

El

lEP REQUIRED

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3305
§3106.5

E2

REVIEW OF lEP

Same as P.L. 94-142 - 13307

Special provisions for transferred

students - §3307(a)-(c)
Process for teacher obtaining review
■ of placement appropriateness - a33C7(b)
13107

E3
PARTICIPANTS PREPARING lEP

Parent included - IS633S.2

Same as P.L. 94-142.

Includes parent,

"if possible". Other school oersonne!
in certain cases - §33Cl(e)

E4
PLACEMENT DECISION

•

61
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California Law

(California Education Code and California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE
\ U.U*

i

E5
lEP CONTENT

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE COa
1 1 t: le 3 :'-.-rL
5^

Same as under P.L. 94-142 - 33305(2)
In addition: linguistically aopro
priate goals for limited.or non-

English speaking pupils - i33C6(d)
Extended school year when needed 

S3306(e)
Specially designed vocational education
and PE programs wnen needed - 33307(f)
E5

WHEN lEP GOES INTO EFFECT

As soon as possible but not later than
20 days after development, or else

reasons in writing to parent - 53305(ci
■

§3106
F1

NOTICE REQUIRED

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3303(a)
Within 15 days of referral for
assessment - §3303(b)

F2

CONTENT OF NOTICE

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3301{j),
S3303(a)

F3
FORM OF NOTICE

Same as P.L. 94-142 - 13303(a)
•

13124(d)
F4

ACCESS TO RECORDS/
CONFIDENTIALITY

Examine all school records within
•

5 days of parental request
No cost if actual cost beyond sarent's
means - n308(d)

G1
RIGHT TO hearing

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3308(a)
§3124(a)

G2
TIMELINE

Same as P.L. 94-142 - i33C:3(b;
Hearing held within 35 days - §3308!e)

13124(b),(e)
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California Law

(California Education Code and California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTPj^TIVE CODE

'
1 C1e 3 !

^

03

'PLACEMEiNT. DURING HEARING

Child remains in current orogram onles

.PROCEEDINGS

disability harmful to .veifare of otter
pupils, ifrminently encangers hanci
capped puoil, renders -attendance inad

visable; if child excluded, parent

-

entitled to review and acoeal to State

Superintendent of Education - §33CS(m)
§3124(m)
04

PANELISTS

Three impartial individuals; one iremce'

selected by parent, second remper :y
school district, third by first f.vo
members; if disagree on third menter,
•

selected by county or State Supe'"in
tendent - §3303(f)
!3124(e),(f)

G5
RIGHTS AT HEARING

Same as P.L. 94-142, exceot that all
testimony under oatn and cnair of car.el
has right to subooena and to exclude

witnesses upon showing of reasonable
necessity by party - §33C3(j)

§3124(i)-(k)
G6

DECISION

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3308(e)

S3124(n)
G7

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL

Same as P.L. 94-142 - §3308(1)
13124(0),(p)

G8
JUDICIAL REVIEW

Same as P.L. 34-142 - §33C8(i)

§3124(p)
G9

grievance PROCEDURES

Citizen, public agency or organization
process available - 13303

§3125
HI

right TO VOCATIONAL

Same as P.L. 94-142 

EDUCATION

§3301(r){2),(3)(C)

§3101(o)(2),(3)(C)
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California Law

(California Education Code and California Administrative Code)
TOPIC

ailFORNIA EDUCATION CODE

fEd.C§56000)

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE COpE
TitleWCAC)

H2

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY

Same as described in A-3

.11 ,

ASSURANCES REQUIRED

12

PLANS REQUIRED

13
SELR-EVALUATION by SCHOOL
SYSTEMS
-

14
SEA RESPONSIBILITY TO

ENFORCE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

15

AGENCIES SUBJECT TO

REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL

»

J1

REQUIRED ADVISORY COUNCILS
MEMBERSHIP

J2
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/
PUBLIC HEARINGS

K1
CHILD SEARCH

K2
SURROGATES

Same as P.L. 94-142 - 13302

Same as P.L. 94-142, exceot does
includ6
Stste ■'t

State - §3301tlc)(5)
K3

CONSISTENCY OF FEDERAL LAW!

O'
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The California Master Plan Pilot Sites:

Contra Costa County

1.

Contra Costa County

2.

Humboldt-Del Norte Counties

3.

Los Angeles Unified School District

4.

Sacramento Unified School District

5.

San Juan Unified School District

6.

Santa Barbara County

7.

Santa Monica Unified School District

8.

Stanislaus County

9.

Tulare County

10.

Whittier Area Cooperative
This information was drawn from:

To Parents of Children With Special Needs;

A Manual on Parent

Involvement in Educational Programming, by Anne Langstaff
Pasanella and Clara B. Volkmor.

V vyiviriMn

Parent Rights and Appeal Procedures
I.

A.

GENERAL RIGHTS

• All handicdpped children have the right to a (ree and appropriate puhlii education.
•Individuals have the right to privacy and confidentiality of all educational records
including the right to see, review,and if necessary,c hallenge the re< ords in accordanc e

• Be at crjmpanied by a representative(s).

• Examine pupil records and have copies of any educational documents contained within
and maintained by the public education agency.

with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974.

•Individuals have the right to review and/or obtain a copy of the educational ler oids prior
to meetings.

• All handicapped children have the right to placement in the least restrictive learning
environment,to the program with the least restrictive alternatives,and the right to en)oy
the same variety of programs as are available to the non-handicapped.
•All individuals have the right to receive a full explanation of all procedural safeguards and
rights of appeal.
•Individuals have the tight to free or low cost legal and other relevant services, upon
request.
YOU HAVE THf KK.in TO

II. RIGHTS RELATED TO ASSESSMENT

B.

Mediation Conference

• Requc'st a mediation conference bo held within fifteen (15)days of the superintendent's
receipt of written request for a fair hearing.
• Be accompanied by a representative(s).

• Examine pupil records and have copies of any educational documents contained within
and maintained by the putrlic education agency.

• Be informed by the superintendent of available free or low cost legal or other relevant
services within three(3)days ofthe receipt of written notification requesting a fair hearing.
• Have the sfucfent remain in his/her present educational placement pending all appeals.
C. Due Process Hearing

•Initiate a request for ecfucation.il "sc^ssment.
•Give or withhold written con i

Informal Conference

(ConlinurtI)

i any proposed activities.

•Have 15 school days in which to give or withhold consent.

•Obtain an independent outside assessment. Procedures foi obtaining such assessment
shall be provided upon request.

•An assessment that is designed to be free of racial or cultural discrimination.

'
•Have a description of the procedures and assessments to be used and to be fully informed
of the assessment results.

• A hearing to be held at a time and place of mutual convenience and within forty five(45)}
days following receipt of written requests.

r

•Bo informc'd of all rights and procedures related to the due process hearing.
|
•Receive ten (10) days notice prior to hearing date,the notice to include date,time andj
place of hearing.

!

•Present evidence, written arguments and oral arguments.

|

• Be accompanied and advised by counsel and individuals with special knowledge or
training relating to the problems of handicapped children.
•Consent,cross I'xamine and compel thcr attendance of witnesses.

III. RIGHTS RELATED TO INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

•Be notified prior to, and to paitir ipate and/or be represcuted at meeting(s).
•The child's right to participale in the meeling(s) as ap()iopn.iie

• Have the meeting within 50 days from date rrf lercgri of signed consent.
• Have the meeting conducted m your primary language'(ommunication mode.
•Give written consent for the special education placement or revcjke consent at any lime.
•Have at least an annual review of the Individualized fducation Program or whenever the
parent believes the pupil is not making appropriate progress.

•Appeal the decision of the Committee by due process hearing concerning the
identification, evaluation, educational placement or provision for a free appropri.ite
educational program.
IV. RIGHTS RELATED TO APPEALS 

E.G. 56500-56505, 94-142. Sections 121.1 506-574, 727a 504(a)(f)anrf(2). 121J 504(b)
A. Informal Conference

•Meet informally with the superintendent or director of the special education agency tcj
resolve any issue(s) relating to the identific ation,assessment,education and placement of
the child or the provision of a free approjiriate public education to tlie child.

• Receive a written or electronic vc>rbatim record of the hearing.

• Prohibit the introduction of any evidenc e at the hearing that has not been disclosed five(5)
(lavs before the ht-aring

• Rec eive a written Imdmg ot the lac Is and the dec ision within forty five(45)daysfrom the

receipt of the superintendent of the reqimst for hearing, or thirty (30) days following
completion ot the mediation conference.

•.Appeal the decision to a court of ccampetent jurisdiction.
D. Complaint Procedure

• file a complaint with thesuperintendent of theconcerned local public educationalagency
regarding the public agency's alleged violation of federal or state law or regulation.
•Specify all relevant facts in his/her possession and provide any additional information
believed to support the complaint.

•Recjuest an informal review of the proposed decision with the superintendent or his/her
designee.

•Request a hearing before the local board of education, (f(earing sfra/f ho hold at the first
regu/jf/y scheduled ruootinfi in accorcfance with the luc.il^uvorninfihoardproceduresfoi
si heduliitK such items.)
On
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Comprehensive Plan For Special Education
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY SCHOOLS. OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

4400 CATHEDRAL OAKS RD •(P.O. BOX 6307) 'SANTA BARBARA. CA 93111 ♦ (805) 964-4711

' sc^o°

O.lTArmi

PARENTS' RIGHTS AND APPEAL PROCEDURES

'v-p following rights are assured you as parents/guardians when assessment of your child is to be conducted by
.„^oi Appraisal Team/Educational Assessment Service:
-avE THE RIGHT TO:

oe given written notice of the intent to assess at least ten days prior to the beginning of the assessment
• 3ive written permission for the proposed evaluation

. give written consent for release of any confidential information to be used during the assessment process
. have an individual pupil study completed within 45 days of the referral

. be invited to the School Appraisal Team/Educational Assessment Service meeting devoted to discussion

of the assessment findings and program placement recommendations and:
- present information at the meeting, either in person or in writing through a representative
- give written consent for any special education placement for your child
- be informed in writing of the School Appraisal Team's/Educational Assessment Service s recommendations,
to include a copy of the written instructional plan

: V cisagree with the decision,
-AVE THE RIGHTTO:

, appeal the school's decision to the County Educational Assessment Service
. aooeal the decision of the Educational Assessment Service by requesting, in writing, a review of the case by
tne County Superintendent of Schools within 30 days after you were informed of the decision

. nave an independent assessment by a qualified specialist, the cost of this assessment to be borne by the
parents or guardian unless the school district agrees in writing to pay for it
• be present at or send a representative to the hearing to present additional evidence or call witnesses
• be informed of the County Superintendent's decision within 15 days after the hearing

• make a further appeal, within 30 days, to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, whose Decision
snail be final

Tie aoove is a summary of The due process procetjures followed to protect parent and student rights under the law. nor

'urther details, please consult your iocal school or Comprehensive Plan Office of the County Superintendent of -cncc s.

P^XtfsiQ OlSTRtCTS; B^ilard Scnoc* Cistnct • Btocnman U^fOn Scnooi
,tf tct

Soivang Sc*^ooJ OfStnct • Santa vnez vahey union --j- ScncoJ
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APPENDIX H

17 Local Education Agencies Used for the Longitudinal Imple
mentation Study of P.L. 9^-1^2
California

- Butte County Consortium
- Fresno Unified School District

- San Diego Unified School District
Florida

- Hillsborough County Schools
Illinois

- Lee County Joint Agreement

- Northern Suburban Special Education District
Mississippi

- Pascagoula Mimicipal Separate School District
Oklahoma

- Guthrie Independent School District
- Tulsa Independent School District
*

Pennsylvania

- Bucks County Intermediate Unit #22
- Philadelphia Intermediate Unit #26
'

Rhode Island

- Coventry School District
- Woonsocket School District
Tennessee

- Campbell County School System

- Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools
Washington
- Edmonds School District
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Riverside County Community Advisory Committee
Parent Survey Report

Do you receive a copy of the Community Advisory
Newsletter?
Yes

1.

No

85 Yes

65 No

Have you received any information about a workshop for
parents this year?
2.

3.

Yes

No

61 Yes

88 No

My child is enrolled in:

(Check)

a.
b.
c.

Special Day Class
Resource Specialist Program
Regular school program with some help

d.

Do not know
3a.
6.
c.

51
35
53

d.

11

Are you aware that you have rights as a parent of a
handicapped child?
4.

5.

Yes

No

128 Yes

23 No

Have you ever received a copy of the "Parent Rights and
Appeal Procedures," such as the one enclosed?

5.

6.

Yes

No

99 Yes

31 No

If yes, when did you get this copy?
a.
When you gave consent for your child's testing.
b.
At a meeting to determine your child's educa
tional program (I.E.P., E.A.S., SAT).
c.
When you enrolled your child in class.
d.
At a conference with a school official.
e.
At a home visit.
f.

Other

70

6a.

7.

30

b.

36

c.

12

d.
e.

8
4

f.

20

Who gave you a copy of the "Parent Rights and Appeal
Procedures?"

a.
h.

8.

Psychologist
Principal

c.

Teacher

d.

Speech Therapist

e.

Other

30

b.
c.

10
20

15

38

Yes

No

101 Yes

53 No

Were they easily readable?
Were they understandable?
9.

10.

d.

e.

Did you have a chance to read the "Parent Rights and
Appeal Proced\ires" at the time you received them?
8.

9.

7a.

109 Yes

6^ No

Were these rights ever explained to you?
Yes

No

10. 82 Yes

11.

Yes
Yes

64 No

If yes, who explained them to you?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Psychologist
Principal
Teacher
Speech Therapist

e.

Other

11a.

26

b.
c.

7
18

d.

12

e.

30

No
No

71

12.

Was this explanation clearly presented to you?
Yes
12. 84 Yes

13.

No
29 No

If no, would you feel comfortable asking for an expla
nation?
Yes

13. 81 Yes

l4.

No

13 No

After your child was assessed, were you given your
child's test results before the I.E.P. meeting?
Yes

14. 81 Yes

15.

No

51 No

Were the specific tests used to assess your child
explained to you?
Yes

15. 104 Yes

16.

No

29 No

Do you know what the words "least restrictive environ
ment" mean?
Yes

16. 75 Yes

17.

No

71 No

If yes, do you feel your child is placed in the "least
restrictive environment"?

Yes

17. 68 Yes

18.

18. 69 Yes

68 No response

No

23 No

Do you know you have the right to visit classrooms
before placement of yoitr child?
Yes

19. 108 Yes

20.

21 No

Do you consider your child's I.E.?. to be appropriate?
Yes

19.

No

No

45 No

Have you ever taken a friend advocate family member
to your child's meeting or annual review?
Yes

20. 33 Yes

No

116 No

72

21.

Have you ever seen your child's permanent school rec
ord (cum file, PSR)?
Yes

21. 32 Yes

22.

No

121 No

Do you feel comfortable visiting your child's class
room on days when there are no meetings about your
child?
Yes

22. 114 Yes

No

29 No

Parts and Procedures of the Individual
Educational Plan

A PARENT/CITIZEN SURVEY
Improving Sorvices

for Childron in Spociiil Fducdiiori

Public Law 94-142 (The Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975)is a federal law which provides for

a free and appropriate public education for all handicap
ped children regardless of the degree or type of handicap.
This law also requires that a written educational
program (lEP) be developed for each child to meet his/
her unique educational needs.

This questionnaire is designed to find out al)out the
parents' views concerning one aspect of this law —thc!

r/iNisf ('iruir your (iii.swur

I'lriisi' (.'irrle yiiiir uiisiviT

1. The lEP mee:ting was held within
30 days following evaluation of my
child. If NO,please e;heck when the lEP
meieting was held following the evalua

5. The description of my child's pre
sent educational performance in the lEP
areas:

•self-help skills (personal mainten
Ym N

ance)
2 mos. later

3 mos. later

i?

included information in all four of these
Yes No

tion;

h.

Ch

4 mos. later

•academic skills (reading, math,etc.)
•s(x:ial behavior(how s/he gets along

Yes h

with others, etc.)

Yes N

•physical skills (coordination, run
5 mos. later

6 mos. later

never

ning, etc.)

Yes h

Individual Educational Plan (lEP). We value the amount

of time and help you are about to give. Ket;p in mind that
your help could improve servic(!S for children
throughout the country. Asone example;, we plan to pro
duce a handbook for parents on how to participate more
successfully in the lEP process.

2. The information from my child's
evaluation lx;fore the lEP was fair and

useful for planning a program for my
child.

Yes No

3. The following were present at the

*

)Parent's Name _

My child

Yes No

Child's teacher

Yes -No

teacher)

8. The short-term objectives did
seem closely relatixl to the annual

Yes No
Yes No

goal(s).
9. The annual goal(s) in the lEP did
not fully mw:t the educational needs of

Yes h

Parent or Guardian

my child.

Yes f

Other

f •

[Address

achieve in the next three months or

School representative(other than child's

t School System _
i'

Street City

State Zip

M
I Child's Age
Sex:
i What is your child's primary handicapping condition?

Is your child in a public school?
Yes — No —
If NO,what type of sr.hool? i i;.. p.ir(M:hial. private, state;

4. The lEP for my child contained
tlu; following it(;ms:
•annual goals
•short-term obi(K:tiv(;s

•spi;cific service(s) to be provided
•present level of performance
•date services were to begin
•ways to check my child's progr(;ss
•special materi.ils. e(|uipin(;nt or
media

be helpful to us if we want to follow up.

class placement

•place for mr;to indicate my approval

10. The lEP clearly stated what

spi;cific service(s) my child would be

Yes No

receiving.

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

TJemiI)e;r

Yes No
Yes No

lEP was to he dev*;lop(;d and what
would Ik; in it

CA
M

U

>
Yes No

Yes h

11. The dat(s for the beginning of

Yes No

•educators informwl mt; of how the
Area Code

Yes N

more.

Yes No

•pen:entage ('Mi) of time in regular
Your phone number (woulel Ix; held confidential) ceiuld

Yes N

written as specific steps my child will

lEP mix;ting:

School Building.

6. There were major areas of educa
tional needs for my child which were
ignored during the lEP meetirrg.
7. The short-term objectives are

OS
Ui
CA

services for my child were quite clear.
12.

Yes h
will end for my child.
13. The service(s) for my child in
the lEP was d«;termined by what was

available rather than what was needed

(for example: if a certain service was
known to Ix; needed but the final deci
sion was made based on what the school

district currefitly had).
Yes No

Yes
-s3

VjJ

Please answer llie following questions after you have alleniled
the meeting at which your chihls ll'.P w.is developed for the
coming school year.

Yes h

1 know when the lEP services

I'li.'iist; (.'in ic yimr (iiiswft

I'Iciiti' f"iri /(' your miswcr

14. A spi'cific (late was set for
revi(!wing my chilli's piunrcss uniiiT this
lEP

Yes No

parents to particifxite in the lEP process.

15. The niflhod of chocking my

child's progress in the lEP included:
how it would lie citecked
when it would lie checked

27.
Yes No
Yes No

who would he responsible for making
sure it's done

26. The school which my child
attends has a program for preparing

ment decisions in the lEiP.

18.

Yes No

Yes No

IB. Some regular class placements

classroom.

Yes No

28. I was given specific information
on how to appeal the program assign
29.

for my child were considered during the
lEP meeting
17. Every attempt was made hy
educators to provide services for as
much time as |x)ssil)le in a regular

1 refused to r:onsent to the ll'd*.

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

A completisl copy of the lEP

I was asked to assume costs con

nected to services in my child's lEI'.
30. I am hoireful that the lEP for my
child will improve next year.

Yes No

Other comments:

Please feel free to give us any additional comments

was:

made available to me to look at

Yes No

made availahh* to me to keep

Yes No

about your IE? experiences:

19. The lEP for my child was com

pleted hefori'the meeting with me.

A

Yes No

Yes No

PAIF.NT

CITIZEN
SURVEY
Checking
Your Child's

What Were Your Feelings About the Following:
20. Educators presented information
during the IE!' nus'ting in understanda
ble language.

Yes No

21. I was given the opportunity to
ask questions about points I didn't
understand regarding the lEP.

Yes No

Progress

Special
Education

Flfxi.se return this form to;

22. I was encouraged to contribute
significant information to my chilli's
lEP.

Yes No

2.'!. The IICP that was developed
seemed to fit my child's needs.

Yes No

Programs

24. Educators provided information
that helped me understand the lEP pro
cess.

Yes No

2.5. I felt like a fully participating
memliet with the islucators during the

planning of the lEP.

-o

AIM EDUCATIONAL, CHILD CONSULTING SERVICE
Yes No

485 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 4
Beverly Hills, California 90211
(213) 275 7223

•fir

revipwmji m\ child's progress under this

♦ VV.lYet No^^.O

lEP
13

The method of checking my

child * progress in the lEP included:
hfiM i» would be checked

Yet No33'I

w hen if w ould be checked
1/a.t Yes No3y.5
whr would be responsible for making

sure It sdone

13.? v.. n,3I.5

lo Sime regular class placements
liir m> I hiId w ere considered during the

26. The school which my child

attends has a program for preparing
parents to participate in the lEP process
27 Irefused to consent to the lEP
26. I was given specific information

Yes No 33.7

Yes

on how to appeal the program assign

meni decisions m the lEP
29

df" oV.0 Yes Noyj-i

I was asked to assume costs con-

nected to services in mv child s lEP

lEP meeting

^
No 5/.A

.

Ye* No77.7

30 i am hopeful tha* the lEP tor mv
child will improve ne*t year

6t.O Yes No// 0

1" F.\er\ attempt was made by
ediiiatnrs to provide sersices for as
much lime as possible in a regular

cidssroom
IB

*

NoJZS"

A completed copy of the lEP

Other comments:

Please feel free lo five us my addilionel cemmeala

made available to me to look at ^

No 7.3

made available to me to keep
58-3
19 The lEP for my child was com

Noafy.31

about your lEP eKperiences' ————

Progress
In

IMwt Were Your Feelings About the Following:

Special

20 Educators presented information
during the lEP meeting in understanda

Yes No 7./

Education

21 I was given the opportunity to
ask questions about points I didn t

understand regarding the lEP
22

Jk*

Yes No *f,i

I was encouraged tu contribute

Inwn the completed form in enre/ope provided
Your JSt sump saves us 20t

significant information to my childs

lEP
23

M.8 Yes No /b««l
The lEP that was developed

seemed to fit my child s needs

7D>3L Yes No ^,0
63.P Yes No

Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green

7

23 I felt like a fully participating
member with the educators during the

planning of the lEP

National Committee for

Citizens in Education (NCCE)
Columbia. Maryland 21044

24 Educators provided information
that helped me understand the lEP pro

cess

CITIZEN
SURVEY
Checking
Your Child's

pleted before the meeting with me ^ ^/.^Yea No3t.fr

blelanguage.

A
PARENT

Return as soon as possible,

■S^.t Yes NoAr»0

but no later than July I. 1979

Programs

IC Law M 142 (Thf Education for All Handicapped
Iren Ad of 1975)is a federal law which provides for
e and appropriate public education for all handicap
:hildren regardless of the degree or type of handicap
iaw also requires that a written educational
Jan. (lEP) be developed for each child to meet his/
inique educational needs

1 The lEP meeting was held within
30 days following evaluation of my
child If NO. please check when the lEP
meeting was held following the evalua
tion:

SIIYe, No^.V

5

The description of my child s pie-

sent educational performance in the lEP
included information in all four of these
areas

Oself-help skills (personal mainten

4e7 Yes \o

ancel

40
2 moB. later

JLl
3 mos. later

4 mos. later

4.0

questionnaire is designed to find nut about the
Its views concerning one aspect of this law —the
idual Educational Plan (lEP) We value the amount

6 moa. later

never

•academic skills (reading math etc ' ^.tiYes No
•social behavior (how s'he gets along
fir 7-1 Yes No

with others etc •

•physical skills (coordination run
55.iYes No

t There were ma|or areas of eo-;
tiunal needs lor my child which wet.
lA S* Yes No
Ignored during the lEP meeting

useful for planning a program for.mv

ighoui the atunlrv Asone example we plan to pro-

2 The information from m\ child®
evaluation before the lEP was fair and

n» and help you are about to give Keep in mind that
' help could improve -serviies for children

ning etc I

5 moa. later

a handlmok for parents on how to participate more
esslullv in the lEP process

child
3

7/. 3 Yes No(/..J
-

Childs teacher
School representative (other than child's

teacher)

171 y'ff

.

Citv

Slate Zip

4

The short-term objectives nt*

achieve in the next three months omore

7i7

YtS M/.ll

Parent or Guardian

A Yes No 3.A

Other.

Street

r

written a® spetifii steps my child wil.

The following were present at the

lEP meeting

My child

Mii Building.
'System _
■nt s Name"_
Iress .

Id s Age
Sex
M— F
it IS vour childs primury handicapping condition'

our child in a public schuol'
Yes — No —
O what type of school'I e panx.hial private, state

8

mv child
10

Jf.l Yet NoY. I

•short-term ohjH:tive>

«

SS 5"Yes No

The short-term objectives d;c

seem closely related to the annue..
goallsl

(^i'ifYe* No

9 The annual goallsl in the lEP did
no- fully mee' th- educational nee.i* h'

The lEP for my child contained

the following items
•annual goals

* yy.fYes No,

Tne lEP clearly >'n'r^ w.na'

specifit servicelsl my child wiuld Iv
receiving
Yes No

TiaVes Nofl.P
7d.< Yes No(3.a

11

The dates for the heg.nnina o!

U

67.^ Ye, No/S.?

•date services were to begin

^ services for mv child were quite iieat^pYes No

7^.7 Yes So i.l

•specific service(s) to be provided
•present level of performance

•ways to check my child's progress-IF

Yes Noj^.j

•special materials equipment or

5UYe« fio^.7

media

r phone number (would be held confidential) could
lelpful to us if we want to follow up

•percentage (sii) of lime in regular
class placement

•place for me to indicate my approval

^
u

IJ

I know when th« lEP servues.^

will end for my child
«
>

Yes No

13 The servicelsl fut mv «h
jt
the lEP vvas determined by wha' was

K
W
03

available rather than what was needed
(for example if a certain servm- wa«

Yes No JI.A
77.1 Yes No 7,0

known to be needed but the fina! oe. , •
sion was made based on what the ». ho<>.

•educators informed me of how Ihe
Number

a Code

district currently had)

lEP was to be developed and what

^5*1^ Yt No ll.i

would be in it

37.3 Yes No'

(continued

se ansvter ihe folluwing questions after vnu tiave attended
meeim; ai which your childs lEP was developed for Itie
irig school year

ON

fc,

A Program

What Federal Law Requires
in Educating a Handicapped Child

Administrative
Review

QUESTION
lEPs: Does the LEA have standards and

'procedures that are consistent with federal
'law and regulations?

6.An lEP meeting is held within 30calendar days
of a determination that a child needs special

•Extent that the child will participate in regular

education and related services.

'• When services will start and how long they will

7. Participants in the meeting include:
•A representative of the LEA.

, (see 45 CFR sees. 12a.340-.'MH'
C'iV

education programs.

*■

last.

• Evaluation criteria and procedures.

>

•The child's teacher.
■

k'..

CRITERIA

•li The LEA assures an lEP for each handicapped
child served by a public school or agency.

^.'The LEA assures an lEP for each handicapped
child referred'or placed in a private school or
'facility.
!•

V,

3.The LEA assures an lEP for each handicapped
child enrolled in a private school but receiving
specialeducation and related servicesfrom a public
agency.

•The child's parent(s).
•The child, when appropriate.
•Evaluation personnel(for a new referral).
•Others,at the discretion ofthe purcnt(s)or LEA.
8.Parent participation includes:
•Timely notification of parents.
• Meeting at a mutually convenient time and
place.
• Records maintained of attempts to involve
parents.
9. The lEP describes:

4; The lEP is in effect at the beginning of each
school year.

5.ThelEPisin effect priorto provision ofservices.

October 1981 NETWORK

.li

•The child's present performance level.
•Goals and objectives for the child.
• Special education and related services to be
provided to the child.

W

DOCUMENTATION

O
M

List of schools to which standards are disseminated.

Copy of material sent out.
Monitoring reports.

Complete files for each child being served.
Records of attempts to reach parents.
lEP forms.

X

A Program

what Federal Law Requires

Administrative
Review

in Educating a Handicapped Child
continued

QUESTION
Procedural Safeguards: Has the LEA estab
lished due process proced- ics for parents
. that are consistent with
regulations?

deral law and

(SM 45 CFR sees. 121a.500-514)
v..

JvCRITERIA
Are there procedures to assure parents:

< ■•Opportunity'to examine school records.
•Right to an independent evaluation.
•Right to an impartial due process hearing.

•Prior notice and consent for initial evaluation

DOCUMENTATION

and placement.
•An impartial hearing officer.
•Right to a hearing decision appeal.

Copiesofstate( I nd local,ifthey exist)guidelines.*

•Rightto an administrative appeal and impartial
review.

•Right to pursue civil action.
• Observance of timelines and convenient
hearings and reviews.

•An interim agreement about the child's status
during due process hearings.
•Availability of surrogate parents,if needed.

Samples of clue proc-ess cases.
Records on the number and disposition of cases,
whether they were appealed or reached state
review.

Description of the nature of the cases.
List of hearing officers used.*

QUESTION
Confidentiality:Doesthe LEA have a records
policy and written procedures that are con
sistent with federal law and regulations?
.(see 45 CFR sees. 121a.560-575)

Records of cases when parents have sought-

•Amendment of records at a parent's request.
•Opportunity for a hearing.

amendment.

•Parent consent to release information.
•Destruction of records at parents request.
•Children's rights.

DOCUMENTATION

00

necorasoi inose wno navesougniaccess lo scnooi

1. Are there procedures to cover:
•'Notice to parents ofLEA policy.
•Parents'right to access to their child's records.
•A written record ofall who havesoughtaccess to
a child's records.

• A list of types and different locations of
information on children.

records.*
At the main office:

Copies ofstate and local guidelines(There should

Posting of access rights.*

be both).*

Fee schedules(usually just for copying).*

Copies of parent notices.

Lists of types and locations of information.*

Copies of state monitoring reports.(These may
have to be gotten from the SEA).

•Reasonable fees.

QUESTION
Free Appropriate PublicEducation:Doesthe
LEA have procedurestoidentify and serve all
handicapped children?

from ages 5 through 17.

Documentation

2. All handicapped children living in the district
areidentified,located,and evaluated according to

LEA application to SEA:description ofchild find
procedures.*

(Sec.45 CFR sec.212a.220 and 300)

policies and procedures prepared by the LEA.

Copy of materialsentoutor placed in local media.

CRITERIA

3. Handicapped children living in the district who
were not receiving services are identified and

Services are provided to all handicapped children

evaluated.

QUESTION
. Least Restrictive Environment:Does the
LEA ensurethat handicapped children parti

•Supplementary services,provided together with
regular classroom instruction.

cipate as much as possible in regular educa
tion programs?

(See 45CFRsees.550-5^)

2. A child's placement is:
•Determined at least once a year.

possible with non-handicapped children,in non
academic settings including lunch, recess, group
activities, and extra-curricular activities.
DOCUMENTATION

•Based on the lEP.

CRITERIA

•As close as possible to the child's home.
• In the school the child would attend if not

1.LEA hasa number ofalternative placementsfor
handicapped children,such as:
•Regular classes.
•Special classes.
•Special schools.
•Home instruction.

•Hospitals and institutions.

handicapped,if possible.
•Made by those familiar with the child.
• Unlikely to result in harm to the child or

LEA application toSEA:description ofplacement
policy and types of placement offered in the
district.*

lEP forms;copies of your child's lEPs.*

classmates.

Visits to local schools. Are there -handicapped
3'. LEA has a district-wide policy that each
handicapped child should participate totheextent

children in the lunchrooms, playgrounds, and at
school-wide activities?

*Federal law requires these documents to be

available to thepubliq. Otherdocumentsshould be
available according to state law.
October 1981
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APPENDIX M

MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS IN MOST STATES

# of States
Cited for
Corrective

Action (& DC)

I.

Individualized Education Plans (lEP's)
1.

The SEA assures an lEP for each handi

capped child served hy a public agency.
2.

^8

20

The SEA assures an lEP for each child

referred/placed in a private facility
by a public agency.

3.

20

The lEP is in effect prior to provision
of services.

18

Participants in the lEP meeting include
a representative of the public agency, the

child's teacher and parents, the child (if
appropriate), evaluation personnel, and

others necessary.
5.

3^

Parent participation includes timely noti
fication, mutually convenient time and

place for meeting, and records of attempts
to involve parents.
6.

The lEP contents are complete and contain

present performance level, goals and ob
jectives, special education and related

services to be provided, extent of partic

30
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# of States
Cited for
Corrective

Action (& DC)

ipation in regular education programs,
start and length of services, evalua

tion criteria and procedures.
II.

Procedural Safeguards
1.

^9

All relevant state agencies have pro
cedures consistent with SEA guidelines.

2.

3^

22

Procediures have "been implemented to as

sure:

opportunity to examine records;

right to an independent evaluation and

due process hearing; prior notice and
parent consent for evaluation and all

placement changes; right to an impartial
hearing, to an appeal, and to civil ac
tion; adherance to timelines; agreement

on child's status during proceedings;

and availability of sirrrogate parents.
III.

Confidentiality
1.

^9
^9

Procedures have been implemented to cover:
notice to parents
' access rights
record of access

list of types and location of information
fees

.*

amendment of records at parent request
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# of States
Cited for
Corrective

Action (& DC)

' safeguards

2.

*

destruction of records

*

enforcement

^8

All relevant state agencies have

implemented procedures consistent with
state guidelines.

20

